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I. imODUCTlQS 
A, Historical Review 
Struotural enginoeriag# like any other science has I)©en undergoing 
changes gradually* In the early days stryctures were built more or less 
by empirical metltods based previous experience. Tl^e structures so 
Isiiilt trere^ as a rule, much stronger than they should be» This practice 
resulted in uneconosiioal use of usaterials • Moreover, designs based on 
broad assumptions or limited experience are not always reliable* There­
fore, some principles should be developed upon "which to base judgiaent 
instead of depending entirely upon personal feelings which are affected 
by the senses of the individxjal* 
The first attempt engineers made "toward the establishTnent^ of prin­
ciples was to subdivide a structure into planar units end to assujae forces 
acting on these planar structural units to be lying in the same plane. 
The effect of nisaibers lying outside of the plane is neglected entirely. 
HoBrever, as everyone kncmrs very few structxires lie in one plane nor do 
the forces acting on them lie exclusively in planes. 
It is only natural that some engineers, as eager students "svho seek 
iiie truth, should begin to investigate structx^res as they are, that is 
as s'tructrures in space, '^en ttie entire three-diicensional structural 
fraE!.e ia considered as the "unit for analysis it is called a Space Frajne. 
Several laethods have been developed for solving the particular type of 
ispaoe frames •Rhose nsembers are subjected primarily to compressive and 
tensile streBseB» Structures which belong to this group i!»y be called 
Trussed Space Frastea. 
Since the iatroduction of reinforced concrete strvictures and the 
adopticKi of welding for steel work, engineers are confronted with the 
problem of continui'ty among the eleBients of a structure# Here a^in 
engineers have followed the natural course of cutting the structure as 
V 
veil as the forces acting upon it into co-planar \jnits« 
The author, inspired hy the space or three-dijriensional idea has 
undlertaken the derelopiwnt of some metiiods to solve this type of structi^re. 
Structures ccnsisting of beaas and coluinns which are continuous in three 
dimensions may be called C<mtinuoiis Space Fraroes* The members of a con­
tinuous apace frajse are subjected prinarily to flexural stresses althougji 
direct axial stresses occur to a lesser degree* 
Two standard methods, mosoent-distribution (l) and slope-deflection (2) 
have been extenied by the author to solve continuous space frezaes. These 
analyses are called Three-Dimensional HoTnent-Distribution and Slope-
Deflection laethods* It is interesting to icnow that as a by-product of 
this study some of the problems (3) which heretofore were not solvable 
by the direct a55)lioation of the moinent-distribution laethod can be solved 
now. It can be shosm. that there is no need for the distinction between 
the so-called "in series" and "in parallel" arrangeisents (4), 
As stay be oa^ected fewer assumptions are n»de in the solution of 
space. frasffls than for structures cut into planar units. Consequently, 
the soluticoa gives conparatively exact picture of •ri^ttt is happening in 
the actual structure# Of course, some engineers might be very reluctant 
in applying these methods to practical prohleias. Eowrever* when soiae 
unusual or unexpected problems occur, eittier of these methods provides a 
means for obtaining information that should lead to rational explana«» 
tioBis for the behauior of the S'taructure* The aasthods as herein developed 
should also servo to study the basic behavior of continuous space franes 
8ub;5eetsd to lateral as well as gravitational forces# 
Ih© oeed for a raetliod to solve continuous space frame problems is 
demonstarated by the genejral approximations (s) the conaaittee had used 
to e^lain the behavior of the structural frame. The author wishes to 
call tiM reader's attention to izie fact that those problests can be 
handled to advantage by the use of the methods described in the follow­
ing chapters# 
It can be said here that these methods are applicable to all con-
tiauotiB space fraiaes as long as 12ie Hombers meet at right angles to each 
other. 
In the discussicaa of the three-dimensional mthods it is assiansd that 
the readers are acquainted with the moEent-distri'fcution and slope-deflec-
tion methods ajiplied to planar structures. 
B, Classification of Structxjral Types 
For the piirpoae of this thesis, frames used in structures can be 
di-»ided into two mala classes, trussed frames and continuous frames# 
Bach of -tJieia oaa be su"bdivided into planar frianes and space frames* 
•PruBsed frecsBo can "be statically deternsinate or statically indeteininate • 
Cotttiziuous frames are, however^ all statically indeterminate. 
The following classification *rill show all these typesi 
Structural 
types 
Trussed 
kjontinuous 
•Planar 
^Lpace 
fSt&tioally determinate 
^Statically indetemiJsate 
(•Statically determinate 
Is-fcatically indeterminate 
Flanar-staticellv indeterminate 
•Spaoe-statically indeterminate 
ClAssifioation of Continuous Fraines 
For the purposes of analysis, cantinuous frames can be classified 
according -to the nmber of possihlo directions of displaceii^ntj 
1, Jio direction, of displacement 
,2. One direction of displacement 
S» Ttiso directions of displacement 
4« Three directions of displacement 
Typical frajnes "belonging to this classification are shown in Figure 1, 
With the exception of Class 4, all the other classes laay have both planar 
T i O?\ i  OF D 1 5  PL,  ACIL M L '  
a. ~UAN.\E to. iPAOE-
-T 
L, . Or D! 5 ^ L. /\ CE- *v' ii-Ni' 
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;:\'G D!EL': •PL.AC.LME. l - iT  
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I . 
. 
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and space applications* The co»ditions in Class 4 can only be satisfied 
by space fraises • 
D« Asaumptions 
As stated before fa^er assumptions are laade in space fraiae analyses 
then in plamr frames. The following list gives the isportant assmptions 
upon vhich the developnient of the method of solvation is based: 
1, The angles betwe«a members at the joint do not chani^e. Men 
ihe Joint rotates the end of each lEsmber framing into the joint rotates 
by iiie same amount • 
2, The change of lengtlx duo to direct stress is nsglectedw "When 
two pared lei jaeabers are joined at right angles by a third megaber, the 
deflections of the parallel m<Kabers along the axis of the tliird ere equal. 
Sv The effect of the "warping" (6) of the cross section dwe to 
torsion is neglected. 
4, The effect of the change of laoaent of inertia due to the shifting 
of the neutral axis caused by torsion is neglected. 
5. The principle of supejrposition holds. 
6^ The conditions of e^uilibri^sn. which apply to tii© structure as a 
TNhole^ to each joint, and to each member ares 
EFjj » 0, IPy = 0, IPg » 0 
- 0, IKy « 0, IMj « 0 
-7» The iBateris-le as?© assuiaed, as usual, to be isotropic, hoisogeneous 
and elastic* 
II, TERES-DIMSSSIOHAL MOMa'T-DISTRIBUTIOS METHOD 
A» Noms&olature and Conv9irt;iG!nal Signs 
In space fr&ima all moments and shears are given •eith reference to 
the aacee X, Y, and Z. To ftidlitate the Tsorfc the following nonienclature 
and ccmventioaal sigas are used. 
!• Mj, My, and Mg are moEents with respect to axes X, Y, ajid 2 re­
spectively. They act upon the structure in the pler.es per­
pendicular to the axes X, Y, and Z respectively. They are ccm-
sidered to be positive -wheal they tend to rotate the joint in a 
clockwise direction as one looks along the positive directions 
of the axes X, Y, and 2 respectively. 
2. Myr*, My*» and %* are torques with respect to ihe axes X, Y, and 
Z respectively. In the tables, the torques ®Lre indicated by 
placing an asterisk at the upper rigiit comer of the member as 
AB*. These torques are considered to be positi-ve "Riien they 
tend to rotate the ;5oint in a clockwise direction as one looks 
along -fee positive direction of the axes X, Y, end Z respectively. 
Members parallel to -the axes X, Y, and Z are under torsion «^ith 
respect to the axes X, Y, and Z respectirely. 
S. ^AY* ^^AZ* shear monients for joints A, B, C, ...••. 
at which ttte shear's act along axes X, Y, and Z respectively. 
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Shears act in the positive direction of axes X, Y, and Z 
are oonsidarcd to be positive. They are indicated by a plus 
^ •f'TT 
siga at the upper right corner as» SK^ , '• • 
The iMtgaitudes of tlie shears are Indicated by tiie nuiaber N. 
4» SS!P^y» shear aoEient factors for points A, B, 
C, •••• at which the shears act along axes X, Y, and Z re­
spectively. An external load which acts in the positiTe direc-
* 
tioa of axBS X, Y, and 2 is ooasidered to be positive. The 
nature of tfee sign of the external load is indicated by a pins 
or minus sign at the izpper right corner asj 
, As shoum later the nagnitude of the erbemal load is, 
of cmrse« taken as a imit. 
B» Definititms and Constants 
As the fraaes becooie it:<arc involved^ it say be expected that new.terms 
and constants should be introduced. For the convenience of the reader 
•ttsey are listed here. 
1. Definitioin of .1oint coziditions 
Hinged » rotation peravitted 
Rigid " rotation prevented 
F^ee ® translation permitted 
Fixed * titcislation prevented 
These tersis can be used in combination, e.g., Rigid—Fixed j^i^"'' "ficans the 
^oint can neither rotate nw translate. 
-IS-
Zm Stiffness factors . 
a. Stifftiess factor for moments is the moisent at the near end neces­
sary to produce a unit rotation vriien the far end is Rig-id-Fixed. For 
memhers with constant cross section iiie stifftiess factor for mosients is 
iSi, mien the far end is Einged-Pixed the stifftiess factor for moxnsnts 
X< 
SEX IS • 
b. Stiffness factor for torques is the torque at the near end 
necessary to produce unit twdst when the far end is Rig;id-Pixed* For 
meajbers -Britb constant rectangular or square cross section the stiffiiess 
kiG(2a)^ (2b) , , „ factor for torques is ^ (7). For other structural cross 
X# 
seotioas the reader should refer to the Bethlehem Steel Htmdbook (8), 
c« Stiffness factor for shears is the s.hear necessary to produce 
unit deflection of one end with reference to the other. One end of the 
ineaiber is Rigid-Fixedj the other end aiay be Rigid-Free or Einged-Free. 
For aiembers mth constant cross section, the stiffness factor for shear 
12 BX 
vxben the other end is Birld-Free is ' J , while, when the other end is 
SSI 
Hinged-Free it is —r-» 
5, Distribution factors 
a. Moment-torque distrilTt^tion factor is tlie ratio of the stiffness 
factor for moiaent or torque to the earn of the stiffness factors for cioments 
and torques on all tSie members meeting at the joint. As extre^ne cases, 
the distribution f&ctor for momfint or torque at the support with Rigid-
Fixed condition can be considered as - 1.00 to the ^ oint and zero to the 
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meiabars «iiile that at the support with Hinged-Fixed condition the dis-
tributicn factor oaa be considered as aero to the joint and - 1.00 to 
•ttie meniber* IteBnt-torque distributiwi factors have opposite sijms frasn 
the imbalanced HUHcente ecad torques* 
b» llie shear distribution factor for a jueiRber at a joint for shears 
which are p^allel to the X or Y or Z axis of references taken •Sirou3;h the 
joint is equal to -fte ratio of the s^lear stiffness feiotor in •tfie member 
ui^er consideration divided by the sxau of the shear stiffness factors of 
all sasmbers adjacent and perpendicular to the line of aotioa of the shear. 
The si^ of the shear distributim factors is opposite to the si^ of 
the unbalanced shears. 
4* Carry-oTOr factors 
a» Carry-OTrer factor for moments is the ratio of the indwed moMnt 
at tiie far end the applied moment at the near end ishen the far end is 
in Eigid-Pixed condition* For constant cross section it is equnl to +0,5. 
The plxts sign is used beoause the can^'-OTer moraents liave the sas® siai 
as the distributed moments. 
b» Carry-OTsr factor for torques is the ratio of "tiie induced torque 
at the far end to the applied torque at the near end the far end is 
in Rigid-Fixed condition. It is always equsl to -l.O* Tire minus sign 
is used because the induced torque always has a sign opposite to that of 
the applied torque. 
c. Carry-over factor "for shears is the mtio of the induced shear at 
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one end to the applied shear at the other end. It is equal to -1»0« The 
minus sign is ussed bectfius© tii© sl^ears at hoth ends of a maaber are always 
equal aijd opposite is sigji# 
5« Shear laoment f&etore 
TShen a unit load is applied at a joint of a contimious space frame 
and in line with an axis of referesaco, the raosents produced at the ends 
of all the members are called the shear moinent factors. It is important 
tc note that in tlia coEsputation of the shear mosjent factors the joints 
are ccaasidered to be in the Kigiid-Free condition, that is, they are per­
mitted to translate hut prevented frcsa rotation. 
For convenience, the author prefers to take the joints isivich lie in 
tlie top-front and top-right plenes as the joints ishere the loads ajre 
applied* 
C» Description of the Itothod 
1« Shear distribution 
^en load P is applied, it is temporarily sustained by joint B, 
see Figure 2, The tmbalanced shear at joint B can now be considered as 
equal and opposite to the external load P. The artificial restraint should, 
however, be released* In order to achieve this, the shear distributicm 
E»thod is developed. 
Step 1* Ccmsider joints A, D as Eigid-Pixed and joints B, C as Higid-
Free» Distribute the tmbalanced shear to beams B&, CO and Columns BF, CG 
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ftccording to Ihe shear distribution factors. The distributed shears at 
joint B ha've the same siea as tho external load since the shear distribu-
tiooi factors hftTPe negative sifjis. 
Step 2» Carry over the shears to ends A, D, F, G isri'tii signs changed 
since the carry-over factors for shears are minus one. 
Step 3» The shears ishich have been carried over to Higid-Flxed joints 
P, G need no jPurfcher consideration. Joints A, D are, however, Ri,?id-Pree 
instead of Ri^id-Fixed as assuiasd. Tlierefore the shears on joints A, D 
must be redistributed to beams AB, DC and to colunms AB, 1>H by treating 
joints B, C as Rigid-Fixed. She distributed shears have opposite signs 
to the carry-over shears on beaas AB, DC fro®i Step 2« 
Step 4., Carry over the shears to ends C, S, E with sip:ns cKanfsd# 
Step 5» The shears which have been carried OTrer to ?.i?;id-Fixed joints 
B, E need no further consideration. The shears on joints B, C should be 
redistributed as outlined in Step 1» 
Step 6. Repeat steps 1» 2, 3, 4 until the unbalanced shears on 
Ei^^d-sPree joints A, B, C, D are negligible. 
Step 7» Add algebraically the shears at the ends of bea-ms AB, DC 
and columns AS, BP, CG, DE. 
Step 8« Determine the nossescts on beams AB, DC and columns AS, BF, 
CG, IM corresponding to the shears as dctonsined in Step 7. If the load 
P is unit, the sioaents determined here are called Shear Moraent Factors 
•' 5h©y are also fixed end moments for the unit load applied at 
joint B along Y-axis. xi-ie exponent has a minus sigp. because the load P 
is applied opposite to the positive direction of the Y-axis. 
2* Motaent-torque dietri^tion. 
Step Dotenain© fixed ead monsents' in the usual inauner if the load 
is applied belanreen iiie Joints, or by shear distribution aethod if tlie 
load is applied at a joint. See Figiires 2 and 4, 
Step 2» Distribute the mcsnents, considering tiie joints A, S, C, D 
as R3zig©d-Pixed« The laomenis at .loints are now in equilibriim. 
Step 3« Carry over ttoe moinents and torques. 
Step 4« Add fixed-end laoraents^ distributed moments, oarry-owr Koments 
(ao torques) for eadi iseiaber. For loads applied at joints, add only 
the distributed and cajnry-over moaents for each nsember# Divide these sxan-
mettioos ly ttie length of each corresponding laesber* This operaticai pives 
the i^ear at each end of the oeniber# ^; 
Step §• DetermSiw unbalanced shears at joints A, B, C along X and Y 
axes hy adding the shears that were obtained in Step 4. 
Step 6« Correct the unbalanced shears at joints A, B, C by using 
SilPgyC""^ SMFgj^^-'^reiseiabering the correction shears 
are opposite in sign to the unbalenced shears. The shears at joints ere 
now in eguilibrim. The joints A, B, 0, D are Rigid-Free during this 
operation* 
Step 7> Determine unbalanced TBoments at joints by adding carry-over 
mosjents, torques and shear moments# 
Step 8» Distribute the moraetnts as described in Step 2. 
Step 
Step 
9# Carry over the jnoments and torques^ 
10- Add the distributed moments and carry-oTOr monients. The 
shears at the ends of each uiember can be obtained as outlined in Step 4. 
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Sepoat Stops 5, 6, 7-, 8, 9 end 10 imtil tlie unbalanced noments and 
^oars are negligible* 
Tti© algebraic STUB of the moments and torques at tJie end of a meiEber 
•Kill desired final solution at that end* Sie final shears at 
each end of a meiaber inay be computed from the moments in the usual jnanner. 
D» Typical Applications 
To sliow how this method can be applied to practical problems, tv^o 
fra3»8, A and are chosen. On Frame A, six different loadings are 
applied. Thee® six loading oonditions are solved first without permitting 
eidesmy* In oirder to correct for sidesway this frame is loaded with a 
comer load iifiiich will be designated in this thesis as a l&ster Load. 
The values of the shears, moments and torques developed by the master load­
ing condition have been solved completely (see Figure 6)• 
Qtx Frame B, a vortical load is applied (see Pi^re 18) • This frame 
is also solved completely# The author wishes to describe the method of 
analysis used to obtain the solution, of these frames in detail* 
1» Frame A 
The dim«a,si<ms of this frame are shown in Figure 2. The mosjsnts of 
inertia for beams and colttmns with respect to the horiEontal axes, X-
axis and Y-axis, are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The stiffness factor for 
mouBnts in beams is given as 46#8E, The stiffness factor for moaents in 
coltBcns is given as 13,9E. The stiffness factor for torques. M beams 
lO ,v, >5 
- LSIO"- FOfi BEAMS' 
'A ~ 1 Y = ————- - Si 2) ' F O (LOUUMNS 
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is given as 5.1B» Seeding the formula for twisting moments of rectangu­
lar Boctions "tJi© reader ^ ould refer to the 1x>ok entitled# Theory of 
Bl&ftticity*' ty 5# Tlao^enko* page 249. How the s\3m of the stiffness 
factors is equal to 46,8 ••• 13.9 + 5.1 » 65.8, The distritution factors 
ar» therefore equal to 0.711, 0.211 and 0.078 for beaics in bending, columns 
in bending 4*"^ beams in torsion respectiTrely. These distribution factors 
eite used for tJie mowents and torques in the planes perpendicular to eitf>er 
X-axis or Y-ascie- The distribution f&otors for the nioEsnts and torques 
in the planes perpendicvilar to Z-axis—given as 0.472, 0.472 and 0.056. 
By definition the moments and torques in those planes are, of course, 
called Ky and respectively. 
For the time being six solutions are raade by assuming that the joints 
are Hinged-Fixed so that no lateral displacesaents are allowed. There are 
tliree uniform loading conditions and three concentrated loading condi­
tions as given in Figure 4. The computations are arranged in Tables 1 
to 6, inclusiv®. Hotie© that in -Sios© tables the first row gives the nasse 
of the joint©} the second row gives the kind of jnoiaents, ^ nether they 
are My, or the third, fourth and fifth rows give the distribu­
tion factors, DF, and carry-over factors, COF. The fixed end jnomonts 
are computed and onteired in the tables lirith the proper signs attached to 
them. 
Sow tiie fixed end moment, FBs, for uniform load is equal to WTj^/12,. 
ajjjj for concentrated load F.SM " Pab^/L end PR^b/l> for the end near the 
load and the end farther away from the load, respectively. In the 
ordinary case, b is always greater than a. ?ihen b is equal to a, the load 
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is at the coiter of tho memtjer, the fixed end nosjents for botJi onds will 
tlien be the aare. For the problems in hand the fixod eiid laonients for 
tmiform load ©<iUEl 50 x 20 x 20/12. » 1666•? ft. lb. The mosaents are the 
sarae at both ends of the Kseaber but ^ th different signs# The fished end 
moment for the concentrated load at the near end equels 1000 x 5 x 15 x 
15/20 X 20 = 2812,5 ft» lb» Tiie fixed eiid notnsnt for the concentrated 
load at the farther end eqtsals 1000 x 5 x 5 x 15/20 x 20 * 957.5 ft. lb. 
Be sure to enter them with the proper sign. The distribution process is 
applied exactly for plcusar fWisee vdtJ". sidesway preTsnted. 
In ord«r to hold tdie ataructur© against the lateral displacements cme 
does not need to laake orory joint fixed, For the problem in hand if one 
could fix -the joints A and B against transiaticsa alon^ the direction of 
T-exis and the joints C aaad B against translation along the direction 
of X-axis> iiie sidessssy of the i^iiols fran© wauld be prevented. 
Actually, hodsrever, the structure has to heiTB the lateral displace­
ments if the external load and the elastic behavior of the stmctiire call 
for it. Tlierefore, the restraints set up by the Einged-Fixed joints should 
be released by the application of equal and opposite corner loads. The 
problem of correction for sidesnay is then reduced to the problem of 
laaking the solutions -with corner loads at each of the Hinged-Fixed 
joints. Fortunately, for the frame considered one such solution is all 
that is needed, for the soluticms with comer load applied at other joints 
can be obtained by synsnetry. One can also use the actual shears at all 
the joints as the applied loads, the correction is then made by one such 
solutim 
—so*" 
Before one attaapts a solution of this kind a concept of prim© i3i-
portance has to be inti^duced. As one kncasrs a load applied at a joint in 
ooutinuous apace fraraes iitfluenoe not only tho laBHibers in the panel but 
also the meiabers in the other panels as well, Hiis influence must be 
known before any atteispt is mde for the correction of the shears. 
Tiie device iaiossn as the Shear Moment Factors is novr described in 
detail. In Figure 5 a concentrated load of 1000 pounds is applied at H 
opposite, to the direction of Y-axis* For the tisco being joints A and D 
are assiined as Rigid-Fixed* Hien joints B and C are assiuned to be in a 
Piigid-Free condition, and the moment induced by the load in this case 
will be talren up cy beejT.s AB, DC, and coluims BP, CG according to the 
ratio of I/L^ of each nseaber to the sum of i/L^, Talues for all the 
involved members. 
in oase the length of tho beajns is different froa the length of the 
/ ^  
columns tl;e shears should first be distributed according to their I/L 
ratios. Then the laaaeats at the ends of a member v,-ill be equal to the 
corresponding shear multiplied by the length of the sjejn.ber. Half of this 
laomaat vrill be entered at each end of the member. The shear distribution 
factors will be equal to 121/L for the members rigid at both ends and SI/L^ 
for the aiembers rigid at one end and hinged at the other. The KOirjant on 
iiie rieiiiber, 'which Is rigid at both ends, vrill then be equal tc the ap­
propriate shear multiplied bjf its c«<n lenglii, half of which will r;o to 
each end of the isember. The moment csn the meaber, vfhioh is rigid at one 
end and hinged at the other v/i 11 bo equcl to the appropriate shear mul­
tiplied by its own length. This raoisent will be entered at tho rigid end alone. 
Now it is the tiiss to corns back to the origine.1 probleci. As shov.n 
in Figure 5 the distrihition factor for COIUESXS BF and CG is 0.199S8 
Bad the distribution factor for besjns ?A and. CD is 0.30002• The comer 
load thoueaisd potsads will give 1000 x 20 • 20,000 ft. lb. Of that 3000^2 
is distribxited to each end of the beejns sna CD aad 19S9.8 is distributed 
to each end of the colioana B? aM GG« The moroents distributed to the 
b«eitts BA and CD are called M, and the mosents distributed to the colunaia 
BP end CG are called Qno should notice that all of them bear the 
negative ai^a because they tend to rotate "Kie Joints counterclocrari se• 
Sow since there is nothing to hold the joints A and D, a displace-
laent must take place caused by the shears at tiiese joints. However, as 
discussed before, idie joint D will be fixed if the joint A is fixed, 
therefore shears can be considered as applied to the joint A alone. 
The shear at joint A is then found dividing the sais of the riOments on 
beams AB and DC by the length of the beeSE, i.e., (5000,2 x 4)/20 « 600,04• 
Sow the joints B arjd C are assigned this tins as Rigid-Fixed at tho new 
position, Meanwhile the joints A and 0 are assumed in the Higid-Free 
condition. The sioaaent duo to the shear sit joint A is equal to 600,04 x 
20 « 12,000,8 ft, lb. Of that 1800,55 is distribv.ted to each ond of the 
beams AB and DC and 119%9 is distributed to each end of the coluinns AB 
and DH, Notice that tho moaients on beasjs AB end DC bear the positive 
si^ bocause they tend to rotate the joints clockwise. Those ne-»r Eioissiits 
on. beams AB and DC will set up new shear at joint B, This shear should 
be released exactly as before^ This process is repeated as often as the 
accia*a<^ requires until "the restraint on the joints is negligible. The 
^3-
flntil resTJ.lts are o"btained "by adding algebraically all tlie laoncnts at sach 
find of eaclx mnher^ 
Those results ^rive the ir^jmsnts induced fcy the corner load when the 
structure is permitted to deflect to its n&t\a:al position with the rota­
tion of the joints prevented. This process is just opposite to the dis­
tribution process, which permits the rotation tut prevents the trar^lation 
oi* all, the Joints, 
i By dividing the ree-ults by 1000 one obtains the shear moment factors 
' for a unit load at joint B and acting; along the Y-ajds. Tiie shear Tnoment 
factors fcr joint A alon^; the y-aj:is and the shear raojusnt factors for 
joints G and 3 alon-f. tJie X-axis are obtsiued by syismtetry. They are shown 
I ae the &.M.F, values in the first four rovis of Table ?• One should notice 
; that the directions of all the corner loads are opposite to the dii'ections 
i of the respective axes* For convenience they are called negative. 
As discussed before, the k<?y for the correction of sidesway is to 
RC.ke a coriplete solittion vd.th comor loads applied at certain joints# 
At joint B of Fto.ks a a corner load of 1000 lb, is applied opposite to 
the direction of the r-4ixis. The computatiiHis giving a coaiplete solution 
for "Biis condition of loadini^ on Fruise A ere designated as itaster Load and 
are arrar-^ed in Table 7, Tlie stiffness factors for moisents and torques. 
I and the distribution factors are o-btainad as before. "li e fixed end raoments 
I are equal to the shear mosjeat factors for joint B along- the Y-axis mnl-
I 
I tiplied by lOOO. As one r^-y notice these mosients give perfect baliance so 
I 
far as the shears are eoncenied "but the mosents are not xn equilibriua: 
at tlie joints. The distribution process can now be performed and the 
~L£~ 
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BiODJents end torques can then be carried over to the other end. Tliis dis-
trilnitiCMQ process coupled by iiie carry-OTer process will create the re­
straints ^ fcich the joints offered to the fram» In order to release tsiese 
/ 
restreints equal and opposite shears have to be applied to each the 
Einged-Pixed joints. 
In order to find the shears at the joints, the nionsects in the 
horiacaitftl and vertical laesibers have to be considered. For clearness 
in foliovfing the computations they are reararanged froa the first dis­
tribution of moBsents in Table 7 as follows i 
(1) (2) (8) (4) (5) (6) 
Col. AS Col. BP Col. oa Col. BP Beam AB Beam CB 
Col. DH Col. CG Col. DH Co^« Beam PC Beam BA 
"y 
+ S9S.6 + 659.4 0.0 0.0 + 685.0 + 885.0 
• 197.8 + S29.7 + 442.5 • i42.5 
+ 395.6 + 659.4 s = 0 s = 0 + 885.0 + 885.0 
+ 197.8 + 529.7 + 442.5 + 442.5 
+1188.8 •1978.2 • 385.0 + 835.0 
+ 442.5 + 442.5 
sn59^«34 s"98.91 + mB,Q + 885.0 
+ 442*5 + 442.5 
+5310.0 +5510.0 
s= 265.5 S" 265.5 
Item (1) gives a positive shear, +59,34 at joint A along the Y-axis} 
(2) gives a positive shear, +S8.91 at joint B along the Y-axisj (s) and 
(4) five no shears along the X-aris since idiey are zeroj (5) gives negative 
shear, -265.5 at joint A and positive shear, +265,5 at joint E along the 
Y-axis; (6) gives positive shear, •265,6 at joint C and negative shear, 
-265.5 at joint B along the X-axis. Adding algebraically, the shear at 
joint A £Q.ong the Y-axis equals-265,5 + 6S.34 equals-206.16; the shear 
at joint B along the Y-axis equals +265.5 + 98.91 equals +364.41; the 
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shear at joint C along the X-axis equals +265*5 + 0 equals +265•S} the 
shear at joint B alerxg the X-«txis equals 265,5 + 0 equals-e65«5» The 
correotiwi she«urs will,, of course, ho equal.and opposite to liiese# In 
!teble 7 <«ie notices that at the left mrgin of every sheet, after each 
distribution and carryw>"rer process there are four rows mrlred as 
etc- The letters SM stand for shear moinent; the subscript 
AT indicates that iie coirectioa shear is applied at joint A along the 
y-<ai8j the eaponsttit •206.16 indicates that the amount of the shear is 
206*16 and is positive in its direction* 
After tiie unbalanced shears are corrected, the distribution wocess 
should be repeated* The unbalanced, mosent at a joint will be equal to 
tiie algebraic sum of the oariry-over mossents acd the axoiaants due to the 
correction shears* The alternate balancing of moEents and shears should 
be repeated until the unbaleneed ^ears and mojaents are negligible* The 
final results are shosn in Table 7* TJxe solutions for the other corner 
loads are obtained by synanetry* Dividing tiiese results by 1000, the cor-
I rection factors, CP for unit shear at different joints are obtained* 
i I In !ftibles 8 and 9, one notices that there are four correction factors, 
i 
I CF} •ttieir subscripts aiii exponents have the saae meaaing as desci*ibed in 
t 
I iiie last paragraph* For each loading condition, the raoments obtained by 
t 
i considering the joints as Hinged-^ixed, are recorded at the top* The 
I corrections, Corr, are made by the use of the cca*recti<»i factors, CF* 
I It may be noticed that if the correction shear has the same sigp as that 
s 
f Of the correction factors, the signs -will remain the same, otherwise they 
i 
i 
1 Tshould all be reversed. 
m4tZ* 
The restraint of the ^Joints oaa be obtained as outlined before. 
Taking for instance the- Loading 5 for uniform load in Table 8, the 
laoosnte on the siembers «Te shovm as follotrss 
-A h 
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The restraints expressed as shears ishich the joints must have offered 
to Hie frsssB are indioat-ed in the aboTO figure. The correction shears 
axe recorded at the left side of each sheet in Tables 8 and 9» The final 
results for the six loadings are recorded on the freraes in Figures 7 to 
12, inclusive. ?he reactions are given for each case. It can be shovm 
that all of them satisfy -Uie six equations for the equilibrium of the 
forces in space. 
2. Fratae S, vertical load on intenaediate cross beam 
This frajoe is siiailar to Praise A except that a cross beam <5i is 
added. The general diiaensions and the position of a vertical load of 
1000 pounds on besjs QR are shown in Figure 13. One should notice that 
the frame belongs to the classification. Three directions of Displacement, 
as shorca in Figure 1. Frame B is typical of the most general arrange?nent 
that one may laeet Sn the solution of the continuous space frame in which 
the members are at rigjit angles to each other. 
f • »—• 
rig. / solutio?. f'or loading- I 
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In iiiis problem the sljear-cioiasnt distriljution method as applied to 
I^rame A is not very conveaient to use* This is true beoause the lengths 
of the metabers are not the same and beoausd more members etre inrolTedi 
these conditioas laafce ihe use of the shear-raomeirt method cumbersome. 
Sowevsr^ a sli^t change in procedure will result in a more powerful tool, 
for iffitfcing sidesway correctionB norfc only for continuous spaee fronses "but 
also for irregular continuous plan&r frames. The method to be described 
in detail will be desigaated as the "Shear Distribution Method" applied 
to the continuous space frame* 
All the necessary constants required for the solution of Frame B are 
found in Pigjire 14» The moraent distribution factors, are of course fotmd 
in the usual sseaner. The shear distributi<m factors are found by dividing 
ttie shear stiffness factor, of one ineicber by the sum of the shear 
stiffness factors of all the sembers involved# aa described in the part 
II-C» Per escaE^jl®, using,the data, from Figure 14, the shear stiffness 
fiaotors a"b ^Joint A of jasaiberB AB, QE,» DC are Q»000090422 end those of 
membexsAE and BE are 0»000279081* The sum of the shear stiffaess factors 
is then 0«000829428« The ^eer distribution factors of isesbers AB, QR, 
DC are, tiierefore, 0.109017 and -tiiose of raercbers AB and DH are 0.SS6474. 
These shear distributioo. factors are for the distribution of the shear at 
A along tiie T-axis. 
Viith all the CQUBtants of Fracse B determined, the method of shear 
distribution will now b© discussed by the aid of Table 10* A 100 pound 
load is applied at A in the negative direction of the Y-axis. As the 
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author saM befwe, this 100 pound load sots up an equal and opposite 
mbalanoed shear at A (see lI-C-l), This unbalanced shear is distribited 
€ts followst -SS.647 to each of laesiborB AS end DH; -10.902 to each of 
members AB, DC, reffiembering that Joinbe A, Q and D are Rigid-Free 
joints, b,r and C are Eigid-Pixed. All these shears are eanried o-ror to 
the opposite ends with their signs changed. The aliears, +5S«64?, carried 
to the fixed end of each eolimi need not be considered any further. The 
shears^ +10.902, in sembers BA, RQ* CD totaling •••S2.706 constitute the 
unbalanced shear at B along the Y-axia. This shear should be distributed 
as folloirst -11«005 to each of laeabers IF and CG; and -S.SSe to each of 
merabers B&, RQ, C3), remembering that the joints E and C are Rigid-
Free joints^ and A, Q and D are Rigid-Fixed, '^hese shears are carried 
o-ror and redistributed as described before# The process is ccntinued 
mtil the unbalanced ^ears are negligible. Observe that in these oper­
ations -the shear-distribution factors and carry-ov»r factors are all 
negati've. The algebraic sum of the shears at the end of each siesber gives 
the shear iiaiuced by the applied load wh^ the joints A, C, D, Q, R 
are in a Rigid-Pree condition. 
Yiith these induced shears the induced laoisente can be determined at 
both ends of each somber in the usual manner# These icoJGBnts with proper 
signs are sl-iown in Table 10# CSae obtains the shear icoiaent factors by 
dividing the induced laojnents hj 100, since the applied load is 100* The 
term is interpreted to mean that -ISie load was applied in the 
negative direction at joint A along the Y-axis, 
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The shear swsmerrfc factors for the other joints are obtained in a 
siBdlex Esnner. Their -palues nay be foiaid in Table 12-
! All the ^ear moment factors having been determined, the final solu-
tim of Frame B is to be explained. The reader should refer to Figure 13 
and Ibble 11* A lOOQ poand load is nov applied at the left qt;arter point 
of Effimber QR» The fixed end moments.are -2812,5 ft.-lb. at Q and +9S7.5 
ft.-lb. at R. With all Joints Kinged-Fixed, these end raomsnts are dis­
tributed "•"d carried over throu^out the frame in the usual laanner• At 
this stage, tiie diears at the ends of each member are computed as follows* 
At Q At E 
-2812.5 + 537,5 
+1935.0 - 645.0 
- 322.5 * 9S7.5 
-1200.0 ft.-lb. +1260.0 ft.-lb. 
Bic algebraic sum of the shears resulting front these laonents and the 
I simple beam reactioais gives upward unbalanced shears of 747.(X) pounas at 
Q aid 255.00 pounds at E. 
These shears ore corrected by tl^e use of the appropriate diear siorasnt 
faotea's. In Table 12, these correctictns are mde by iaultiplying: the un-
balsnced shears at Q and at E by their corresponding shear moment factors, 
Tlie suTHifttionB of these corrections are transferred to Table 11. 
I]ae carry-over moments and the shear monsents form the new unbalsnced 
moments at each joint. These are distributed at each Joint and carried 
OTOr to tiie far end of each member in ifce usual irtenner. For the con­
venience of the reader a set of ^.ears is oomputed for another cj^cle for 
V8.1ues taken from Table 11 sad sho"«i on the next page. 
\ 
AE BP OA QD RB RC CC- BP UE 
0H CG DH . AE' 
• 355.6 • 135.0 + 726.9 + 484.6 + 276.0 + 184.0 - 34.6 ^ 49.1 + 69.2 
+ X77,8 + 67.5 + 901.4 • 564,8 + 342.3 - 138.5 
- 17.3 • 24.6 - 409.2 
- E16,7 • 82.5 +1802.7 - 729,6 + 684,o - 277.0 +103.7 +147,2 - 818.3 
« 108.4 - 41.2 + S63.5 + 242,3 + 158.0 + 92.0 + 51.9 + 73,6 + 34.6 
+ 208.3 + 79.0 +3704.5 « 367.5 +1440,8 •• 139.5 +103.7 +147,1 -1123.7 
a»«17.358 S"6.563 s»»474.315 s=S0»6Z5 s-180.100 a'-11.625 8«»8.642 s=12.258 s'»56,185 
-17.35a« 
SM^y 
-6.563 S&IBY +474.313 SM^2 
+30.625 
SHqz 
+180,100 
®"RZ 
+11,625 
cx 
+56,185 
,1" -50 SI? -56.185 BX . S^2 
*The expocaents of the S,M, -velues have the opposite siipa to the unTjalanced shears at the joints. 
•58» 
In order to secure the now she&r mtKoefnts in "Kible 12, first Bdd 
algebraically tlie exponeats of the SM -values in the last row of the 
preceding tabulation, giving! 
-17.358 CM" .sbs 
sh^y 
-•661*123 +135.540 
?rom this point on the foregoing proeedxire may be followed until 
both shears and moments become negligible* The final solution for Frame B 
is obtained by adding, algebraically, the moments at ttie end of each 
member ae ^-ven in !Eable 11« 
The effeot of ^ ear alaog the X-axis is giTren in Figure 15; along 
laie Y-axis in Figure 16} and along the Z-axis in Fi^^re 17. The com­
posite superimposed reactions at the supports and naasnts as veil as 
torques at the ends of each member are given in Pisure 18 • 
Kie staaiBation of aomraits and shears Vifith reference to the X-axis, 
Y-axis, and 2-axis indicates that Frame B is in static equilibrium for the 
external load and reftctians. 
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III. THREK-DIHffiSIQHAL SLOPS-D^LECTICSr JlEffiOD 
The iiiree-idlmen&ianal applio&tioai of the slope-defleotioca xoethod is 
presented with t*o purposes in xainds First, to show that the historical 
meiiiod of slopeo^efleetiaas is applicable to the solution of a contin­
uous space fraaje. Second, to introduce a check of the method deireloped 
by the author for those who have greater confidence in the established 
slope'^eflection equations* 
A» Hoinenclature end Conventional Signs 
Since three axes of reference ^lould be considered, the non»nclature 
end conventional sigis necessary for this type of work should be defined. 
She reader's attentirai is called to Sable 15 for the si^ convention in 
ooai^imctim -edidi the noraenelature listed as followss 
®ax* ®BY* ^CX* ®CY* angles of 
rotation at points A, B, in planes perpendicular to the 
asDBS of X, T and Z, respectively. 
E. The coxmterclockwise rotations, when one looks toward the 
positive directions of the axes X, T and Z, are considered to 
be positive, ¥.iiile clockwise rotations are ccnsidered to be 
negative. 
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®AX* ®AY* ®AZ* ®BX* ®EY» ®BZ» ®CX' ^ CY* deflections 
at points A, B-, along the axes X, Y and respectively. 
4« Deflections in the positive directions of the axes X, Y end Z 
ere considered to be positive, and those in the negative direc-
tions are negative. 
5* %EX» %BY» %B2J ^BAY» ^BAZt %CX» %CY» %C2J ^ BX» 
^CBY* moments on n»mbers AB, BA, EC, at 
exids A, B, €,•••• "with respect to the axes X, Y and Z, respectively# 
6* %BX» %By» ^BAY' considered to be positive 
•sftien iAey tend to rotate the joints cloclofdse as one looks 
tcw&rd the positive directioQ of the axes X, Y and Z, respectively. 
Sax» ®AY* B^X' ^BY* ®BZS ®CX* ^ CY* SczS**** shears at 
points A, B, along the axes X, Y sad z, respectiv'ely* 
8. Sj^Y» ®AS5 ^BX» ^Y» Sg2S»—•• positive -when they ere in 
the positive directions of the axes X,. T and Z, respectively. 
I 
S- %x.» %Y» -^62} ^^BX» %Y» ^B2S ^^GX» ^CY* %Z***** moBjents 
at points A, B, C,...* with respect to the axes X, Y and Z, 
respectively. 
B. Typical Konierit and Torqtte Expressions 
The reader's attention is a^in called to Table 13• Since the re­
lationships of the end masjeaits of a roember with respect to the rotation 
of the ends and the deflection of one end relative to the other end are 
given in standard textbooks, no atteapt is made to prove them here* 
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Hrarevor, one should notice tliat the laonsnts derived from deflections 
are given in terms of the difference of the defleoti ons at both ends of 
the maaters* The rule for the fonnTilati<si .of this term is to imj^ine 
that the positive axis of reference for the jsoiaents vuader consideration 
is perpendicular end pointed to the. Tjacic of the plane in which the 
deflections lie» IShen the positive direction of deflections along the 
shear axis is dowramrd, then one should eubtraot tlie deflection at 
right from -feat at the left# 
For the convenience of the reader typical expressions are written 
for aeaibers AB, BC and SD as given in Table 13• 
The expreesion for Ltorques ±i terms of the angle of twist is ob­
tained from "Theory of Slftsticity'* by S, Tisaoshenko, p* 248, McGraw-Hill 
Book CoEipany, Ino», New York, 1954. 
It is convenient to ass\jn» thiat all trnknowna are positive. The 
ne0a.tive values will be singled o\tt avrfcos^tically by the lainuB sxms in 
the fiaml solution. 
C» Application to Typical Example, Frame B 
In order to show tJie consistency of the results obtained from the 
author's three-dimensional application of the moment-distribution usethod. 
Frame B has been selected as a general, typical exsmple to be solved 
the application of the slope-deflectitm equations. So far as knovm, 
•&is preseirbaticai is also on orisinal solution by the authors 
Sie ffla;3or problwa in the tl'.ree-diniension&l slope-deflection jaethod 
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is to set up the correct equations# The final solution involves skill 
in solving simultaneous equations. The author, therefore, has concen­
trated upon the fonnulatioa of the correct sitaultaneous equeticais. The 
adequacy of these equations can he desonstarated "by suhstituting the knoro 
•values obtained by the foregoing three-dinsensional momnt-distribution 
Bsetiiod* 
^oaeatti-torque expresaioaa 
!Ilieae expressions are set up in teriss of the nomenclature and con­
ventional signs presented in part They are given canpletely in 
T&ble 14» for «ach monber of the Frame B, For ccnvenience in setting up 
tiie equaticaas all rotations and slopes are considered to be positive. 
2)» Equilibrium conditions and equgtions 
The equilibrium conditions of the moasents «hich nust be maintained 
at each joint provide eighte^ equations. Since there are twenty-five 
imknownsi seven more equstions have to be set up by the consideration of 
i the equilibrium of the shears at each joint. Equation 19, in Tuble 15, 
I will serve to illustjrate this part of the procedure* Shears are con-
•f 
I \ sidered as positive wiien they point along the positive direction of the 
! •  
1 axes of reference. By ccmsldering the momsnts on all raembers to be 
I positive the shear along the Y-axis of member AS at point A is positive; 
I ihe same sign applies to member DH at point A, When there is no exbemal 
s load at a joint the sum of the shears at the joint must equal zero^ this 
j ; 
I fact is shown in equations 19 to 25, inclusive. 
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S« Qxeek solution by substitution 
As mentioned before no attojapt has been made to solve the simultan-
OOU3 equations set up in Table 15» Instead, the author substituted the 
ccaaputed values obtained fr«n the three-disasnsional moment-distribution 
solution to find the slopes a:rril deflections* These slopes and defleo-
ticeas are given in the following table* 
Joint A B C D Q E 
+ 4.845S 
-42.900 
- 0.27102 
" Oj ** +56*817} • +24*298j ® —295»70j * —152»62j 
" +3572*85 Dg2 " +1547*2* 
Then these values of the slopes and deflections were substituted into 
the jnoiDBBt and torque expressions to compute all the momesnts eoad torques* 
The following three tables contain a coaparison of the aor»nts and tortjaes 
at the e33ds of all meitibers in Fraae B as determined by the moment-dis-
tribution niethod and by the slope-deflection metiiod* 
The author believes that the close agrsensnt of these final results 
is conclusive evidence of the correctness of the two procedures he has 
developed in this thesis* 
It should be noticed that the values of rotation 9 in radians ah'd of 
deflections D in inches have been multiplied by E, the modulus of elasticity* 
+41.049 
% *20*299 
- 0*54396 
+16*701 -13*314 
• 9,5500 - 6*7392 
- 0*34598 - 0*34398 
-31.9T7 +12*437 
+ 7*5428 +49*280 
- 0*34398 - 0*37102 
Comparison of Momenta and Torques at Joints A, c &nd D Coraputed by 
Moment-Die tribtit ion (M-O-M) and Slope-Deflection (S-D-M) 
Joint A Joint B Joint C Joint D 
MDM SDM M13H SDM mil SDM KDM SDM 
-X002.8 -1002.6 
^BEX ••225 .9 •>225 .9 ^CRX +249.9 +245.4 ^QX +906.7 +895.2 
^Aqy <" 497 #4 «• 497^4 ^RY *425.0 +425,8 ^CRY +308.5 +307.7 ^DQY -356.4 -355.2 
5.2 - 5.2 ^BRZ " 518 — 5.2 HBZ - 7.0 - 4.9 ^'DQZ - 7.0 - ' 4.9 
%sx + 878.9 + 878.9 +349.8 +349.8 -345.1 -345.0 ^DHX -811.5 -811.5 
^ABY + 238.4 + 238.4 ^%FY •"220 .6 -220.6 ^CGY -169.7 -169.7 ^lY +161.0 +160.9 
%EZ 1
 
«
 
>
>
 
m 1.4 %FZ - 1.4 - 1.4 '•^CGZ — 1.4 — 1.4 %HZ - 1.4 - 1.4 
%BX + 123,9 + 124.2 -123.9 -124,2 2^CDX + 95.2 + 95.2 %CX — 95.2 - 95.2 
%BY + 269.0 + 259.4 •*205 .2 -205.3 ^,DY -138.8 -139.1 ^Y 
+195.4 +196.6 
+ 6.6 + 7.9 
^BXZ + 6,6 + 7.9 ^CDZ + 8.4 + 7.9 ^DCZ + 8.4 + 7.9 
Cojnjarison of Moiaents and Torques at Joints B, F, G and H Computed by 
Moment-Distribution (M-D-Jf) and Slope-Deflection' (S-D-M) 
1
 
o
 E Joint F Joint G Joint E 
SDM M}M SDM MDM sm SilM SDM 
^S&X +403.8 +405.8 ^PBX +156.5 +156»5 -191.0 -190.1 ^IDX -441.4 —441.4 
^E&y +119.2 •119.2 ^BY -.110 .3 «110.5 ScY - 91.7 - 91.7 %DY + 73.7 + 73.6 
%LZ + 1.4 + 1.4 %BZ + 1.4 + 1.4 ^GC2 + 1.4 + 1.4 , %D5i + 1.4 + 1.4 
Compe^rison of llcmiente ax^d Torques at Joints Q tmd R 
Computed by Moment-Distribution (M-D-M) and 
Slope-Deflection (S-D-Jil) 
Joint Q Joint R 
WM SDM ms\K SDM 
-2679.3 -2679.3 
^BX -920.7 -920.6 
+ 497,4 * 497,4 
-425.8 -425.8 
K'AZ - 5,3 " 3.3 — 3.3 - 3.3 
^Q33X •••2640,7 +2650.1 \cx •^959.3 •^954.7 
^5DY • S56.4 355.2 %C5Y -308.5 -307.7 
^QI)Z — 6,3 - 3.6 "^CZ - 6.3 - S.6 
^QRX * 38 »6 •^ S8,7 %QX — 36*6 - 38.7 
-^QRY - 853.8 - 855.9 %QY •734.3 +733.6 
%iZ + 9#6 + 10.2 %QZ * 9.6 + 10.2 
•>S8a> 
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71. nn. 
I was "boni in a ssiall village aurrounded by farm lands about tarenty 
miles from Kanehang, tiie provincial 'capital eity of Kiangsi* China, in 
the year 1906 • The date of birth oarmot be given exactly because it 
was recorded according to the old Chinese calendar, 
faliver's name "eras Teh«Tsai Lo, who was the one to have saved 
my fBBdly from po^per^gr• It was because bf his savings that I could go on 
to college after his death* 
early educatioQ has been rery poor, since I ha-ro spent almost 
all of i^jr childhood on the fann. In fact at the age of fourteen, the 
time I loft the farm, I did not even know the simplest arithmetio. 
It was very difficult for ine tmen I was first brought to the modem 
school* With the anxiety to learn and the anxiety to catch up the lost 
tisie, I studied day and ni^it* 
During njy high school years I was compelled to leave school t^ice 
on account of illness and once on account of -srar. It amounts to alisost 
three years* Somehow I Tjuanaged to put inyself togetiier to study by myself. 
I have stadied algebra, geornstry, triponoroetry, etc., without a teacher. 
Bver since I was old enough to appreciate the Ttiodem education I 
always admired the scientists and engineers. My inclination toward the 
engineering professim had already been deeply rooted in my early teens. 
I received the degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering from 
Puh tea Taiiversity, Shanghai, China# 
After w graduaticn I taught school for four years• By taking the 
advantage of the govemiuent atjpport I came to the Tfeited Stetes» I 
reoeived the degree of llaster of Science from the TTniversii^'- of Michigan 
in the field of tremsportation engineering. 
5y iiie influence of Tlmoshenko^B lecture, I "began to he interested 
in structural theories* In the fall of 1958 I came to Iowa State College* 
ISith the good foundation Professor Frank Kerekes has piven jss, I 
began to develop a new field of research, the continuous space frames. 
I was elected to mssibership in Phi Kappa Phi in recognition of rsy -work 
in the year 1941. 
